
Class 5 Years 5& 6 
 

Computing 
Online Safety 

Safer Internet Day 
            Date and Information – Flat 

File databases 
 

 
Geography 

Where does our food come from? 
Explain how land is used to produce 

food in the UK. 
To consider changes farmers need to 

make because of climate change. 
Food in Mediterranean climate zones. 

Design & Technology 
The Great British Bake Off 

Researching products for fair trade, 
low prices, quality  

ingredients.  
             Using a range of baking 

skills. 

 Modern Languages 

Quel Temps Fait-Il  
(The Weather) 

Identifying different weather 
Integrating days of the week 

Describing weather in different parts 
of the country. 

 

 
 
                           Music 

               How does music teach us   
  about our community? 

Listening, singing, playing, 
composing and performing. 

 
 

Physical Education 
 

Badminton 
Matching and Mirroring 

Netball 
Athlectics 

 

  Religious                    Education 

                                    
What difference does the resurrection 

make to Christians? 
What would Jesus do? 

 
 

 

Mathematics 
 

Year 5 
Using equivalence and the compensation to calculate 
Using equivalence to calculate 
Calculation: Multiplying and dividing fractions by whole numbers. 
Multiplication with three factors and volume  
Year 6 
Division: dividing by 2-digit numbers 
Using compensation to calculate  
Multiplying and dividing fractions by a whole number. 
Linking fractions, percentages and decimals. 
SATs practise. 

  
 
 

Science 
 

Year 5 
Earth and Space 

Scientists and Inventors 
Year 6 
Light 

Scientists and Inventors 
 

Science Week 

History 
How have the Ancient Greeks shaped 

my world? 
To know when and where the 

Ancient Greek civilisation existed. 
               Understand how the Greek     
               Empire impacted the      
wider world (language, maths,        
art etc.) 
To investigate and compare 
artefacts. 
Use evidence and sources. 
 

 

English 
Y5 GPS – Recognising and using apostrophes for plural possession or 
contraction, recognising and punctuating direct and indirect speech, 
prepositional phrases, determiners, word families, suffixes. 
Y6 GPS – Auxiliary verbs, determiners, the use of colons,  
semi-colons and dashes, brackets, present perfect form, prefixes, 
suffixes. 
Handwriting 
Exploring text types such as: character and setting descriptions, stories, 
diary entries, letters.  
Guided Reading: The Demon Headmaster 

Art & Design 
Famous Fashion 

How is design used in the home? 
Designing shoes in the style of Dan 

Sullivan and hats. 
How does a design get from ideas to a 
product? 

 


